Workshop Title: Foreign Applications to NIH

Workshop Overview: Tips and advice for applying to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) as a foreign organization.

- Overview of National Institutes of Health and its funding mechanisms
- Highlight NIH submission requirements including the NIH salary cap; calculating the institutional base salary and fringe benefit amounts; estimating effort; defining other budget categories (including Sub Award Budgets); understanding Project/Performance Site locations; R&R Sub Award Budget;
- Provide an overview of NIH Post Award Administration including conflict of interest, misconduct in science and human subject use requirements; explanation of the Prime versus Sub relationships; technical and financial reports; no-cost extensions and audits;
- Discuss Administrative Success Strategies.

Experience level/target audience: Intermediate grant/proposal development experience. No experience with NIH or US funding agencies required. We encourage active participation, so please come with questions!

Workshop presenter: Beth Brittan-Powell, PhD, Director of Joint Research Collaborations, University of Maryland, College Park